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FOREWORD

In-June 1973, ma completed an extensive4nalysis of bicycle-
.

motor vehicle accidents in Santa Barbaraalifornia.4 Principal

purpose of the analysis was e deVelopmeat of programs of study
.

and il,plemenel;ton-aired at substantially reducing the number of

such accidents.

inding of'that ene?yeis ::as the dispfbporxionate

number of accidents in hildren were, he victims. Accounting

or only about 8 percent of the observed bicycle traffic, cyclists

e tinder -13 age group were in.abou 30 percent of the
, .

accidents

res

a a

Because of that finding we str rec additions

th effoft.* its rposewould be to test the hypothesis that,

a mint-m- age be established for cyclistsoisinePublic roadways.

I that begow some mini age children were incapab e

of perforning In traffic wit fl an accepsable-degree of safe

Further,'thbtr,

cienc9, in c

change t

inwaci hypothesized' to result from a defi-

development and was not, therefore, amend

U4h intensified or expanded.progrAr of safety education.
.

The present study derives from ecommendation which was

subsequently accepted and sapported by the Office of Traffic Safety,

Stite of taliforp- and by the City of Santa Barbara.

iii
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a A-BSTRACI

4

sis of cognitive development .-as 1.if dates to the
d cy clist's capacity for co-41rehendingthe traffic erffiron-

vent is reported. Information bearing on the role of .cognitive
development emphasizes 'experfrentally derived data that seem to
show children as severely li.ted in terms of their 'capacity to
understand truly the traffic environment, its rules, and hazards.
Statistical, data are included that demonstrate a disproportionate
risk .of accident involvement attending the younger cyclists. . It
is concluded that the pognitive deficiencies associated with the
incompletely -delciPlad child are serious enough to justify a mini-
m= age of 13 years for cyclists using Tublic roadways, and note
is **Arse that excellent authority exists for an even higher age.
Imposition of a mini I= age requirement is seen as the most effec-
tive way of immediately and significantly reducilig the number of
yourfg cyclists killed and injured. Results of a survey of 1;373
parents df 2,,764 children, ages 5 to 13, In Vlach _the parents
seletted an average mini=3,age of about 11 years are alsd re-
ported; the results are interpreted as a measure of good to en-
thtffliglic parental support of .the rrk'n 1.-.4P-1 age idea.

-Ns
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A 1 A
YOUTHFUL ROAD USERS: THE RECORD

_ _ -4 4
1. ANTRODUCTION. Whatever their'agev whatever heir use Of

the roadways,. the young throughout the world-have.compilea

..-Inavkably poor record of traffic safety..

'. q
,The young,pedestrian, the youngcyclis

... 1

ator, the young car driver---all have demonstrated a singular inabil

.

ity to participate safely in modern traffic environment. 'View-

he young mopektipr-
.

ed in this context, the young bicyclist is at one point along a

problem continue rang,ng from the child pedestrian at one extreme

CO the.teeriage driver on the other.
,

Although the te'asons for le poor performance may in some
i

instances be known only la a fragmentary fishion, it ifi nelpkthe-
'4

less possible to state in a genefal way that along that continuum

the reasons.gradually shade from inability and'developmental'im-

maturity in the very young into inexperience a nd ,willingness (and

0 ,
overt ,desire), to take' risks at abut, the a of adolescence-

301-
throughthe teen years.

THEYOUN'G DRIVER . Because at this, point we are consider-
.

the general traffic record of.young road users and be4ause of

* .

40
thd broader ft

.

affords for later discussion, it is

4

useful to ebtablish in a brief manner the record of ;teenage drivers.

-
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This because the young driver still bears some of the d4Velopmental

incompleteness that is known o pred ominate at the-younger ages,

togethei with an addecrdimension related to his willingness'to take

risks. And although the youngdriver's vehicle has an increased
.

potent 'al for:violence, the young motorist and young'bicyclist

share similar responsibilities'and shorIcomingg. They must both]
) -

Function in the same traffic system and must interpret and

'stand the same rules of the road. They both lack experience and'.

they both have poor traffic records. The-fact is, that for some

reasoAS that are probably the s e and fOr others'that are uhdoubt--,-

edly differen neither has managed to cope very well in traffic

Thete is an additional similarity in that-consideration has

fiP
been given to increasing the minimum age for 'a,driver'g license. in

response to the tact that -in .01e 15 to 24-year age group, traffic,

accidents lead all other causes of death.'

In California, one'of every.13-driver eenager, about-

900,000 of them in all. The drivers under 20 have the highest

accidett rates, out As shown in

rig..1, this rate decreases-remarkably with increasing age, parti-

cularly at age 20 when it drop s to..88 per 1000.

Teenage drivels average twice the number of accidekts a
.A

buted to adults; and becausl*teenagers drive only'about half as

many ale

adUltt-:

rate4of accidents pei'mile is four times that of

e teenagers have about twice the number= oaf accidents
,f
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Figure 1. Average annual accidents.-per 1000.d rivers, California (Ref. 1).



.females do, but drive twiCi.as many miles. The high teenage acci-

dent rate is not caused by a few very poor drivers: only 15 per-

cent of the males and 44' peicent of_ the females get through the

'first 4 years of driving with neither accidents nor convictions.

(Conviction rates, compared with adhlts, are even iiigher, than the

accident rates.r And althbugh the teenage driver learns a good

deal during the tirsc.4 years of driving, evidec.cetshows little

improvement in accident rates until *age 20.

ri;e is not the result of an excessively hi

yeaf of dr

thereafter.

ins- followed

Some national

theVigh

ate in the first.

a significant necreaseimmediaiely

gures
2

: In 1966, 5.2 percent of about 96 mil-

lion driver licenses were held by drivers under 20 5,earq of age;

they accounted for almost 10 pert of the acc

the high accident rate among young dri Viers is
4

phenomenon, one source
3

report" that el'e

ed

eats. Noting that

ernational

e mrch-

0 ,

In short: en his senses, coordination, and general physical ,

heir keenest, our y6une dri/ei is at his worst. -are at

3. THE YOUNG BICYCLIST' . = An analysis of bicycle -motor vehicle

accidentsin Santa ,3 rbara, California
4
discloped that,children in

the under-13 age groip accounted for about 30 percent of tie acci-
.

dent victims. The sa:-..e anal chided a study of the traffic

15



4ff

behavior of 500 tyoli

#

results of this latter, A

observed cyclists we e categorized in age group's,,

to estima

age group:

any. case,

as "obseY ed on Santa parbar str'eets'.the under-13

5

n which

e.it possible

Ls. abunda

involved in a s

-.accidents. The compa

by age group, is shown

:aboer 8 perCept,Of e'bicycle ttaffic., In

ly ea . that e under-13 age group is

di
proportionitt nuMbex: of bicycle

I

total injurie-c and_xot'al accidents,

r
din

GM.<

se

well to note that Ref.

that younger childre

.as mign, -be thought

a isrics and others to follow, it would be-
%

asf tither source materials, show

.do not

4 -"'

ycles nearly as extensively

For one h ng, children do not use-bicycleg-

for trailaportation'to and fromOtcho

survey of the number of elem

bicycl to school showe

to any great extent. A care-
,

ta f school children who rode

by-aqual count a total of 375 bicycles

udent_population of 4,905; tbat is, about 7-1/2 'percelp-a-
i.

children ro cycles.

age 3, etal

4

lar is not as gl-ea4 as somettr. s

for Steve ge 'England, Which ha

the young in-par CU-

TIPd is=borne out by figures

a highly developed, system of spe-

cial bikeways, 'complete wjth underpabses at all

separated in all respects fibm roadwayg. Ugage

elementary school children ere aboutthe same as

Santa Barbara and the overall bicycle

4

efsections and

rates, there for \

:fie reported for

usage rate ;is; alpolqulte low.

5
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PERCENT OF STREET TRAFFIC

PERCENT OF TOTAL INJURIES

PERCENT OF TOTAL ACCIDENTS

OVER 30

Figure 2. Comparison.of total injuries and total accidentd, by
-age growl: Santa fiarnara, Calif., 1970 through 1972.
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;
In fact a, decline in oicyc.1;e usage se be associated

creased availability of cars t ougho, -u.ope. Another researcher

also reports that eurposefulptra4portation is not tie najor atti

vity of children who instead use their bicycles tor ylay.b The

significance'of these dim

that thd accident rate =on-
-

ly indicated because ,o- the a

considered terms of miles travel
,

heir support or the assumption

en is nrob

Of

reported in

acciden

cycle-rotor

vex

w usage

ter than

le accidents analyzed in the work

'nvoIved,bicy c fists age 15 a under.. The

°lying the very you as

coaside. ing evidence that su ests a- i

Iv younger aces. shown

with 44 involver

A cUmutatixd_ total of acciden

Santa Barbara accidents is

through 15 years, the crout
.

cent of all-ehese acciden

The nurber acci-
.

9 surprisingly

sure rate for the

he -year-olds ed all others

age, base these 247

In the age range 4- 2

for about 25 per-

ercen of -trtota- is reacted:

fore 12. Undoubtedly, thEs ificreased in.olve-s-ent with increased

age. r Elects a greater exposure for the older sftildren.,

In the work reported

the oicyclist was-at-fault in about 70 p

studied. .Ordaarilv

shown that in general

e accidents

--Atthe of a violation-

.
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of a basic traffic law which figured directly "a<nd causally in the

accident. For the group and under,-the nicyclisias considered

at fault in a high of, 100 percent of the cases to a to of 36 per-

cent at age 14. Seven of' the retaining. 10 ages are seen to 54 at

fault it at least 60 percent of the accidents.

is shown

In sui----nary:

Children

477 acc1oe.ts repo

2. :Of tbe

d` =under

10

distribution-

were involved in 51 percent of the

accidents 7e re victim those

e at fa= t in 61 percent ,©f the cases,

12 and below accounted for 140 accidents or 57 pey,-

cenf ,of the otal;ithey were at. fault In 68 percept

the cases. f

13 thr6uKh 1.5 were involved in 107 accidents,

rdent of the cot--

of the cases.

were at iaz It in 4T percent

Sme accident data for t.e State of Calif°

Table 1 were 1nuries and fatalities are tabula

for the years of 1971 and,

are shown

y',1ge groups

bothyears to disproportionate

involvement ot the. younger cyclists is clearly seen. Fatal ties

&MO g bicyclisskfor the years 1971 and 1972 are o ted in Figs.

6 and 7; -age group incurred the most

urges' during tnosq Accordin- s recently



4I

5. Accident
4 through

e by age, base on 247 - accidents ix. age group

ReL. 4): Santa Barbara, Calif.

22
11



Fatal Injured Total Injuries/

bicyclists' Age 1971 1972
j

1971 972 1971 1972'

;

3 101 152 102 155

'5- 9 23 23 2,165 2,324 2,188 2,347

_10-14 32 .32 2,054 4,286 3,086 4,43A

- 15-19 18 22. I 1,916 2,387 1,934 "-2,409

.20-24 9 2 599- *731 608 733

25-34 1 10, 290 434 291 444
. .. ,.

5-44-' 2 -1 88 123 90 124

4554
ti

9. .

5Y 112 60 114

55-64 52 59 55 62

Over 65 4 - 9 56 68
J

'60 77

,===-

Not Stated 1 1 98. 141 99 168

!..t

'rota 95 128k 8,478 -20,843 _8,573 10,971

Note: There are minor discr4ancieebetween these figures and those
reported above due: apparently, to some delay in reporting or
some procedural change.

0
. -

Table 1. Bicycle fatalities and injUrles by age group, California,
1971 and 1972 (Refs. 7, 8).
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PERCENT FATA

10 15 20 25 35 -45
1 1

14 19 24_, 34 44 54

AGE GROUP

64

-' (THIS IS THE PERCENT OF ALL INJURIES FOR A GIVEN
AGE GROUP THAT WERE FATAL.,_.g THE OLDER GROUP
1S SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER).

'Figure 6. 13.i:cycle accidents and fatalit

.fornia 1971 (Ref, 7,8).

%.*

65

age gioup: Cali-
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1,

0

PERCENT FATAL

14

15 20 25 35 45

14
-19 24 34 -44

AGE GROUP

54

THIS IS THE eERCENT OF ALL INJURIES FOP A GIVEI
WAGE GROUP HAT WERE FATAL.

ure 7. Bicycle, accident fatalikies by age group: California-

1972 (Ref. 7,8).



-Obtained from the statistical section of the Lalifornia 'Highway

Patrol in Sacramento, bticyciats under 16 years of age suf.fered-
.

60.9 percent oy all bicyclist fatalities in 1972. and 61-.2 percent

in_2R773: If upage data Were available so that a, true accident

rate could at least be estimated it is likely_that these figures

would be seen eo represent algross understatement of the 6pecial

risks attending the child and bicycling.

The figures shown above for Californi-i'also hold -only more

so--on a national scale. In 1971, for example, 73 percent of all
A

bicycle rebated traffic deaths and intsies were suffered by bi-

cyclists 14 and'under.
9

This figure has actuglly decreased from

87 percent in 1961, reflecting an increase in the number of older

cyclists rather than any Improvement of the record among younger

**
children.

LA Swedish study of traffic accidents involving children-
10

reports that during the period 1956-1961 an average ofJ.23 chil-

dren under 15 were killed annually; an average of 391 wereseri-

ously injured. These data, obtained from an analysis of 14-,437

,police-investigated accidents, are shown in Table 2.

A further analysis of all cases of children's accidents in the

greater Stockholm area was undertaken for a period of 1 year; in-

eluded were those -cases in which medical care was sought. O the

* _ .

Figures for 1973 totals may change somewhat becausepf late reports,
--etc.

**
All reports of accidents reviewed show the usual greate% involve -
sent of males; it has not been made special issue of here.

15
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coP

o

co N,5'

Preschool 353 830 3,964 5,k127 1;335

Schopl 407 -1,514 2,389 9,310 2-,942

All 760 2,344 11,35 3 14,437 4,277

Annual Average 127 391 1,892 2,406' 713

4
o.

Ae'`

-- 4
4 0

278 3,002 501

3,230' 2,780 243

3,50g 5,782 844

585 964 141

Table 2. Police-reported atcidentsamong childreri under 15 in
Sweden, 1956-1961*10

total of 'such accidents, only about 10-percent were traffic acci-
.

'dents, and about 60 percent of fhoseinvolved bicycles only (or

P
.'about 6 percent of all traffic accidents). The relatively small'

group o£ traffic accident victims nonetheless accounted for'25

percent of all children 'admitted to the hospital for injuries, 4
dC\

34 percent cf (272 fatal ac nts. Some additional information

concerning-these accidents ,-given in Fig. 8. le-is notable that
.

.

46 percent of the accidents furred when thildren were in a hurry
. i.

,

.

fbr We'reason 9r another; percent happOid7while the dhi en
.._

were at'play; only,4 percent while on their way to or from'school;

3 vercent were on errands; and 24 percent had 'a definite destination.
I

* .

There are minor 'arithmetical discrepancies in these figures that
are actounted for by the author.
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;Figure 8. Traveling method of children injured in traffic accidents,

Stockholm (Ref. 10)
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These researchers classified accidents by types: turning over,

those involving a private motor vehicle, another bicycle, other

Vehicles, and static objects. The "turnin& over" accident =Lade up

43 percent Of the total compared witiv31 percent classified as col-

lisions with private vehicles. And there were repeaters: 54 per-
,

cent of those involved in turning over accidents had been previously

injured.

Another source
11

notes that in Sweden, traffic accidents in-

vowing children follow a familiar pattern. There is an increase

in pedestrian accidents until age 9 or 10 and.then,a gradual vie-

crease; bicycle accidents start at about age 6 and increase through
( .

age 14 when children can ride mopeds. The toped accidents then

predominate aad increase "incredibly" until at age 18 the stiYvillors

can drive cats.

A thorough-going study,of childra's perfor1nnce in traffic

has been reported in Ref. 12. This research is focused on traffic

accidents in S*eden durifig 1968 apd 1969 that involved children

through age 10. Source data were drawn from 1 906 dents fe-

1
porn to the Swedish Control Bureau of Statistics. Bedause a

previous study waS unable to establish any difference b= weea re-_
. .

ported and unreported accidents, ehe data contained n this report

are congidered'representative of all bipycle accidents. Concern

-was with "active=road users,".meaning children riding bicycles,

walking, etc. Excluded are single bicycle or pedestrian accidents

18.4

2
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..

and children injured as-passengers in other vehicles. Again, boys %~
t . .

° '
A

were involved in more than.twice as any accidents as -girls.

Considering ill traffic accidents, a peak-is shown a.t about

age 7 with'the rate remaining high through about age 9 (see Fig. 9).

Iost of those injured wexe pedestrians: 1,204; bicyclists account ed

for 625 of the victi Seriousness of injury was about the s

Tor cyclists and RedestrianaCbut 10-year old cyclists were less

setiouslY injured than4ere the younger cyclits. In the 0 to 10-

Near age group the risk of., fatal injury i.s shown/to be higher than

for any other except the elderly group.

_Perhaps of interest; 845 of the 1,204 pedestrian accidents

,

occurred on stretches 'of straight road and 15 percent of all pedes --

trian accidents happened in crosswalks. In the litter regard it is

further interest thatthe majority of children stopped before

proceeding into the intersection

The total number of bicycle accidents (625) for boys and girls ,

throtigh age 10 is jhown,in Fig. 10. As'showm, the accident rate is

high for children 142 the.7 through 10 age group, averaging well

above 70 accidents per 100,000 children for each age. Most of the

accidents are.characteri;ed as having occurred when the cyclists

and motorists crossed paths. 1n 280 instances, those involved:

werg, on intersecting courses". Tha' secona,most frequently occur-

ring

4-

accident has the cyclist swerving in front of the motor vehi-

cle. Most commonly noted in the'bicycle accidents, as well as in
.

19
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Yigure 9. Traffic accidence involving rhildren per ,100M0
children of each age: Sweden, 1968 and 1969 (Ref. 10).
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in eachFigure 10. liunber, of bicycle accidents per 100,000 child
age group: Sweden, 1968 and 1969 (Ref. 12).
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pe aliries decreased ther age groups, especially in the

15 to 19 group shaft a decrease of ,:ire than 60 percent.

ly apparent whThe sigthiCance.of these figures is mare
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the recotds of eight Countries.13

accidents nvolvs

sed,as a percent of alt

traffic accidents accounted for

26.5'percent of fatalities in 1-4 age group;

4..8 percent -in the 5-9 group;

35.7 percent` in the 10-14. group,

Traffic'acc

-% --

accidents, result in 25-30 petcent of all childhood h vitalize-

constitute 10-15 percent of all childhood

'tions caused by accidents, duce 35 to,40 percent of all ac-

cidental d th.s. _Boys as a a-js, dog= =Hate t tese statistics: they

make up 63 percent of the
C

5-9 year-olds, 75 percent of the

10-14 year lds, and 66 percent ovetall from 0-14.

e should be made of some figures that show comparla ive

accident data for various countries. reported in Ref. 14, hcM-

ever, there are significant differences in the way accident statis-
v

tics ar= compiled and one should be sure that figures being com-

ared e in feces arable. For examp the practice in the

Cates is to record ss-a traffic fatAity anyone who dies,

of inj ries s ained,.within.1 year of the accident, In Denmark

Germany, England, No ay, Sweden, Switzerland and- the Netherlands,

those die within 30 days are recorded. In Italy, the victim

must die in 7 days to make the statistics within 6 days in France,.

'and within 3 days in Austria. IBelgium we pave the limiting

cage:- dead on the spot or go uncounted. The gores shown in

table 3 are of interest. In this comparis the United States

25
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has the better record, the Netherlands showing-a fatality rate nearly

2.5 times greater. Again, most of the victims among younger children

are pedestrians with cyclists second in order.

Netherlands

France

Italy

United States

Fatalities /100,000

d.1.5

7.1

5.2

4.7

Table 3. Comparative traffiC fatality figures par 100,000 children
in 0-14 age group: 1968 (Ref. 14).
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PIE CHI D. 50NIE THINGS. HE CAN =AND CAN'T DO.

.
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT. The following is a brief descrip-

tion of some of the elements and characteYtieriS of the cognitive

development process as it occurs in children.

To attempt a brief characterization of children is a difficult

task, one that could easily become.mired in L.mult* licity=of termi-

nologies, de opinions, theories, interpretations, and sheer

fancy. But the purpose here is limited o a look at some.of the

things we know about childhood development that bear on the study

objective of passing judgment on the child's innate abiliV to cope

with traffic. So emphasis is focuseel/bn the experimentally derived

data that relate to the child's cognitive capacity as he moves to-

ward maturity.

The principal hypothesis of the study is concerned with the

proposition that 'at some age the child is developmentally u e to

understand and interpret traffic raws, rules, and the pra en-.

vironment sufficiently well to function in that environment, with

acceptable risks ofiinjury. As one would exOct, there is no

great abundance of data, relating specifically tr 'the issue .04t hand.

Strictly speaking, there'll Probably little informaflon--good valid

information = - available about child development. Man's knowledge of



the boy--as his knowledge orthe man--is not all that good. As

Piaget said,'it is surprising how unrefined is the state of our

knowledge of children's intellectual development.

Nevertheles d thanks mostly to Jean Piaget, much more is

known of the cognitiv evelopment of hildren than'previously;

enough certainly to give insight into the child's' abilities and
.

to Justify interpretation s of experimental data as they would like-

.

lit affect a child's behavior in traffic. Much of what follows owes

to Piaget and to those who have written further of his work.

One thing emerges unmistakably fiom a study of childhood de-

'velopment: the child is not a little adult, lacking only in (kno

ledge and learning. Rather, throughout the first several years of

life, his learning, his abilities, are limited by a still develop-
-4

ing physical capacity to perform, the ognitive functions. It is

the nature of a child to perform as a child because he is incapable

of any other performance. Adults fail to u idefatand children- -fail

to know what can be expected of them--to whatever extent they fail

to grasp the sometimes monumenta l differences.in perception and

conception, that separate child and adult.' Ignoring tk,e limitations

within which thg.child must function tan result 'clearly in anything

from adult -child misunderstandings to many tragic'accidents.

,4

5. SOME TERMS . usually agre ed that all h character2

istics and abilities a person possesses derive'from the processds

of Maturation and learning, most often ough interactions of



ag,

the two. Maturation can be defined to describe those changes that

occur within the individual's body that are independent of eniiron-

mentor experience._ Maturational changes are, therefore,- organic

or structural changes.

Learning, as are all these e

ways. A useful definition says is

perforiance, or ability--induced by

Most .would probably agree with Boyd

essential to learning

defined in a multitude of

ring is change --in behavior,-

or,resulting from experience.

!4cCandess, that maturation is

.

There is usually a distinction made between perception and

condeption. -Perception is often taken to involve the organization--

and i*nterpretation 'of simpli sense impressions and, for Piaget at

least more mature perception is dependent on further neurological

development and learning. Conceptz-on on the other hand, or con-

cept formation, usually has to do h the so- called higheiment

processes and involves the discovery and definition of the criti-

cal features of objects or events, -abstractions, and problem solv-

g Piaget used cognition as a collective term comprising all

activities of:the mind, such as thinking, rememberihg, and per-

ceiving.

6. JEAN PIAGET . There are, 4of course, many points of vi

about child development. But both in terms r quality and iIuantity,

perhaps no other researcher has even approached th6 output of Jean

Piaget, the Swiss scientist. Educated in natural science, Piaget

4 29



regards himself as a geneticist whose main interest is In the de-

-velopMent of'knowledge. -His work,with the cognitive development of

chil4Ken was begun in 1921; it is comprehensive beyond any other in

'the field (lgeais the author of about 30 books on the subject).

Piaget is described "one of the most influential

living-thinkers "16 His ideas-about the development of cognition
,

Children are affecting research, curriculum planning, pre-school

programs, and many other. areas of psychology and education. Above

all, his studies help us to understand' how children perceive the

-world and to knaw_therefbre what to expect of them.

.

Piaget has conducted countless experiments with children.

His work is thoughtful, the desigo'of his experiments brilliant

yet simple. "Today, fifty years and many follawuP studieg later,
a

,

Piaget's ideas have been pay well corroborated ."16

Bas his extensive research d tj, Piaget has produced
.

pattern of childhood development that is characterized most impor-

!

tantly,by three periods. Although discussed St terms of precise
o

stages the development he describes 4-s; of course, a continuous

process, one phase merging with the succeeding.
A

*7. PREOPERATIONAL PERIOD . gin rom about 2.to 7 years,

the preoperational,child's performance is characterized by.his

,

intuitionsoften illogicalbased on his perceptions of the world

around him. In this development

30
4

agethe kld progresses from i

4



the simple sensory -motor activities of infancy to the use of len-
.

guage and other` symbolic manipulations. His thinking at this point-

,
6

must rely solely on often faulty perceptions.

PERIODOFCONCRETEOPERATIONS. From age 7 to 11 or 12,

the child becomes-able to function in thought but his range is
-

limited to-those "concrete" objects with which he is in contact.

He can do some logical thinking, and can start rejecting some of-
,

his,peeviously accepted fallacies which were the result of unques-

tionatly accepting surface= appearances. But .h not work-

with abstractions, such as veibal propositions. s reasoning nt

this point is only elementaty at beet.

9. PERIODOFFORMALOPERATIONS. Thid final developmenta

period, starting at age 11 or 12, sees the beginning of the child's

ability to think about thoughts, to "operate on'operations,;" The

*

hild's_developing intellect can think in generalities that he rea-
i --z

sons to from specifics, he can deal with the form of reasoning

separately from its content. This is why the=period is called that

of "formal operations." Atthis stage the 'adolescent can handle

4_ 1
tbe idea of proposing hypothetical solutions and can reason about

what would the sults be if the hypotheses were true. The opera-

.

-ti al child can move back and forth in time and space, which makeof

all the difference.
17' In short, he has probably attained. hisan-

tellectual capacity as it relates to development; lacking now is

experience]



10. CONSERVATION . Piaget did a great deal_ of -w5per ntal

work, in-an effort to demonstrate the mature of an ability he calls

conservation and to show that it could act as a discrimi in-

defining levels .of cognitive development. Conservation refers to

the ability to understand that certain attributes of a-aRbstanckr.-

are unvarying, even though'-there.may occur steerficial changes in

the'isUbstance's appearance.

In one series of experiments, children were shown two clay

balls which they understood to be of equal size: The shape of one

ball was then changedbefore the children--into a cylindrical mass

and the children then questioned abgut -the amount of clay in each

shape. Res4ts consistently poihted up the child.'s inability to

-
grasp the idea of constancy or conservation that seems so obvious

to the adult. Most children in the preoperational stage of cogni-

tive 'development think the cylinder contains more clay than the

sphere because the cylinder is longer. Even though the experimen-

ter returns the cylinder to its original shape and repeats the pro-
__

cedure,the child will still insist that the cylinder contains more

some point in his cognitive development the child willclay.

starter to notice that an increase in the length of the clay cylinder

is accomplished by a decrease in its diameter and he may teen

decida.that the cylinder contains lest clay than the sphere.

Eventually, he comes to realize that a relationship exists between

the dimensions of the clay objects as,their hape is changed.

When able to note consistently that changes .in length an eter

43
32
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go together the -child h

objects.

J

ogressed tc the period of concrete

of 8a

roxiformatvon you 4s ba,-, to

once again have the

served cut

:ectes

be conserved

cei.68 a

the a

iS 81,77,1.1,=

seems

=

=

.a

to this

The inability of the preoperational child to note the constancy

of substance in these experi ts. ..o4strat -the lack of abil

ity called reversability, QX the ability to foil a series of size

or shape transformitions andlthen think-back to the original. This

.

preservation, in thought only, of.php original is not possible for
=.

the younger 'Cbi ld.

Having readied -that po/ht'in his

eal with -the Conservationhe is-able to

still does got user

ive d6velopment where

of substance, the...child
---

that the related characteristics of

ight and vailMe are so conserved. Interestingly, experiments
- :4

show that the cognitive development associated with these ideas of

conservation. of. substance,, weight, and Volume always occur in that

er, that s, All the direction ,of increasing complexity..

until age 11 or 12'can mostchildren demonstrate an accurate under-.

standing cof

-- 3

e conservation of voluble.

33
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Experiments -have alsoalso been_carried out in an effort te;

order, in which these particular cognitive functions appear.

they have been unsuccetsfui_is taken as evidence the

ge

levels of co4pliiive develoamnt as established expersm tail,' are

real- of what, c be called maturational advances pre

e cepta of consem

d eto wental order of the 5pservation of substance,

and vol been shown to occur in other cultures al-

though here may be an age displacement. For examp4, a delay of

About 4 years in the attainment of these concepts has been obsery

among subjects in Martinioue.

Piage possible to iteara' children some of these ,

concepts but feels they would only be learning correct ass.. s to

a limited experimental set. of stimuli and that real learning would

occur. in fact, children so instructed mould rapidly revert

to those errors_eonsistent

be

their developmental level.

/ structures necessary to an understanding of

oived aimplu are unavailable

reaches the necessary level of cognitive ability-.

/1 he

The importande of the preceding-expe _ nr.ei--6-ta lies chiefly

in what they imply for educators /and others who try to burry up

these stages of cognitive developmen

repeated

34
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-
results certainly indicaies that ii
must be comidere

ties of

any ner o

It

n these matters bed

gh tine child h4r=sel

of li hid into tall slender contrs and wide,

insist that the tall containers hold iore liquid.

g chi

parts, are

pieces is more tr

They will in-ist t

ated in

,t equal

of a treat, cut into unequal

t into five-

the sg,-P porter cut into for pieces.

gA4n, these basic phases of the developing cognitive. ability,

banging toward the grasp of re complex forms, have been

establighe

k
In a similar ashion, erf ho . the d

ell

of con-

servatio o n of and length. _e pre-operational child will say

that of two equal 34nP9, one displaced t6 the right, that the one

extending to the right is the longest. He is also unable'to grasp

the greater length fnvolved undu Ming line compared

with a straight line so long as the lines being viewed begin and

/-
end at the sin"- -e points:

On the other-hand, once he has acquired the intellectual or

cognitive maturity,mecessary to this kind of 4anderstanding he is

35



know for always.-

11. SEED CO PT Follcr

ch4lAren in his efforts to describe the cognitive a

tial to t-e ideas of mover =-A

1

ApAa of

et

simple

.Lages con

exop._en essen-

recognition of the

order, several ape

to tht

were formulated that

to direct ans of travel of

dline passing out of view thr a tttni,

other side.

3, and C, the

a el; the Childr were men gttgtiou

ee alls of dif

w-vin

on the

color, referred to here

a series of er

of the emerging halls.

For exa=p

order ABC, cst childrPr
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child views a mango

at is, the

o itdaa strictly in _terms of the goal.

over, the way in which these" perceptions of-position 'develop

has been exporimenkl .;'n to be fairly constant aging children.

irst, they consider

conce

path traversed: The adult

movement as basic to the c

sous other studies with toy cars moving at different speeds

g para a courses, so that one overtakes and passes the

the point of arrival; next, ey_become

th e1 think about 'theof depar and 1

considers the path of the

sition.

other are considered to

childr

ildren intuitively are able to

of speed only-as er among positions. In these studies

he cars are mov

at the same

ved up from the rear of

the s 1-e speed, for example,

hough one car has

other, passed 1.4, and palled

is as if the child judged speed by the finishing
A

17
ce traveled. In cases where

the ratio of §peeds--between the two cars increased to as much

point al;ane, regardless of

as six to se,ounger childret might say that one traveled faster

but because that

ing av b e to

in the case of such an obvious speed differential,

inconsistent the intuitive reason-

he would soon return to_his original error;

/ -

there is no real learning. Children are especially unable to per-

ceive relationships between move rents unless the mavemnts occur

together, if' they occur in succession the reltioa ships are lost.

4



The picture of the child that evolves from these studies is

one of inability to understand because of an actual lack in cogni-

tive.development. ,Velocity as an expression of distance traveled

in a giNeen-,time, requires =a sophistication of cognitive ability of

which the child is not capable until about the period of formal

operations--perhaps 11 cir 12 years of age. Rate problems in which

the child must master the ilea of rate k time =-distance are there-

fore beyond the'capability of most children until the fourth grade

a
level.

12. TUA5CoNCEET. The ality.between the con-
,

cepts of time and speed as pointed out in'Piaget's work. Both,re-
..

*

quire a concept of order: speed is an ordeof positions and time

pia order of events. It follows that the concepts of speed and time

would develop along parallel courses and not really be stabilized

until the child an reason opera onally-- t abouts11 or 12 years

of age.

Piaget's time experiments were designed on the prPnise that a

concept of time valves two things: (11 the order of succession

of events; and (2) the duration of time intervals. To study the

child's ability to handle the idea of the order of succession of

eveiits, he used a setup as- follows:
#

In= nese studies, children were furnished several pketches of

the apparatus shown here and Asked tq color in the changing` levels as

51
40.



the experimenter released fixed

amounts of water from the flask.

Following several releases,
_./

of which was observed -and recorded

on a new drawing by the children,

the-sketches were mixed up. The
,

task for the subjects was the proper reordering of the sketches

with the lowering flask level corresponding to a rising level in

the bottom container. Yowler childrenpreoperational children

--fould not rearrange the sketches. The results prompted Piaget

comment that a sequence of perceptions' does not necessarily mean

. there has been a perception of a sequence. When each sketch of

flask and container was separated and the children asked to

rearrange them, they were either _unable to do so or had great dif-

ficulty in complying until about age 9. Note that this task in-

volves a double series of events! first, the proper relation be-

tween top and bottom portions of the sketches and then the arrange-

Dent of the sketches in the proper order of qugttity;in flask and

container. This ordering of a series of events is considered a

prerequisite-to-the construction of time and not a consequence of

it.

The'same kin apparatus was used in studies of the dura-

tion of time intervals, or as it can be interpreted, as s study of

the inverse relationship between time,and speed. In this ease, the

flow intervals, of liquid -from flask to contai r, were equal, but
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the flow level in the flask, be-

cause of its shape, did not drop

in equal vertical segment's. On

the other hand, the level in the

bottom container would increase

in eqUal szgges. Preoperational

children think that the intervals

accompanied by the greatest drop in the flask level also took a

greater time. At the concrete operational stage of cognitive develop-

ment, that is ages 7 to 11 or 12, there is the dawning of the in-

verse relationship involved, and finally the form4 operation's
4

child can figure out the equality of the experimental time intervals.

Younger children consistently think that a direct relationship

exists between speed and time. In several experiments, where they

could observe the hands of a clock while perfOrming.some experimen-
.

tal task, they regularly equate rapid movements'on their part with'

turning of the hands. Because of the logical operations

necessary to the idea that successive-and equal. time durations are

reflected in equal movement of -he lock hands, most children can-

not tell time until about age'-8, at least not-with any real under-

standing.

13. DISTANCE CONCEPT. That the child is at a disadvantagg

when judgments of length and distance are required has also been_

demopst atdd experimentally. For example, if shown-two objects

53



some distance apart, the child will think the
.

-

apart ulhen

viewed with no other object between. ' ,shown rods of equal

length and ageing to their equality, the preoperational child will

think one rod'longer if moved to project ahead of the other.

In other standard experiments, aimedet stgdying pbrception of

length, object B will be seen-as larger when shown with A -- if

the two objects stand as A < B thanthan,when seen alone. There is

1r
a twofold significance'in this perceptual error: (1) it is evi-

dence of systematic errors of perception, the recognition of which

helps explain why children have difficulty in performing certain

and (2) it serves to remind us that adult perception is high-

eveloped and refined as the result Ofcyears of experience and

zriply don't Zook the eam9 to a child as they I do to anthat thing

lt.

14. THE CHILD IS EGOCEIVRIC . ight of ghat a child is,

what he exptct d what can be expec d of him, can be had once

S

it is undetst000rthat the child thinks the world was made for him,

that it'hares his feelipgs and desires, and, what's more, that he

can-control the wh4e thing.

It is not within the province of childhood capability to ubder-

d how things are from another point of-View. Studies in which

child_and experimenter view a scene from opposite points o- stent-

ly show the child unable'to select correctly pictures showing the

experimenter's view.
16

Even if he leaves his-side of the experi-
:

.marital scene and takes the experimenter place he still can't



visualize the view from the position he just left. In other studies,

Children have been asked to draw simple scenes in which they are
'

; ._

asked to show the basic p- osition of an object as seen from another

point of view;, until 7 or 8 year, of age, they have little success.

Some 'feel, Piaget among them, that it ie probably not until age 10

that mostmost children can properly handle Lwith marginal accuracy)

4

lens posed by Changes

The conceptof right and left is ndt fully mastered by bast

il age 9 or 10, and even then they (and indeed many

5 are .unable correctly to a left-right ques-

thouthsitation: But once he

-00
firou left, he is still unable

1 tian if- the response must be made

_ can demonstrate that hekno

to identify r left ngfor a person!faci hid. ,Thati... a_
_

child has gryat difficulty in trytng to put himself in another

position.

LiSwise, children cannot understand how others feAl; they

pester
4.
mother,even ihouglii-se.explains she doesn't fegl well or must

a

do something else. This characteristic of childhood --a sort of per-
.

feet egocentrism--pervades ekuything children do. A child's story
, .

, .

qr relation o1 events are often unintelligible because of his in=- 1'

'discrimizdte use of unrelated pronouns. He assumes that the isten-

er knows -the story as well as he. Unable to think in terms o

another's position he "assumes that &lZ the Dorld.shares his thouhts

.44

and thalltherefory he need not_ explain them. For *this



same reason, the conversations between children seem to run on in
4 4 .

parallel with precious little aOmmunication taking place.

a:

This's children think moults know what

on' their mina without explanation, together with their inability

to view themselves as others see them, has Asous and signiNcant

on. the whole issue of child traffic afety. _

.
.:
0

/----- ......../

RULESoONCEPT. Pidget his observed that ur,151,1 the age of

seven or, eight years, thedeveloping child etas little awareness of

f.
e fo 1 s. As he develops, the child subsequently becOmes

'keenly aware of rules and even 1dOks uipon th em as edicts of God Or

parents.

.An .itterestdhg transformation in this espect then takes plate

at.about age 10: instead of some,sacred,orders to.be accepted with-
- -

P-,

out qheition rules are viewed as somethfhg to be changed at will,

espe9dally if there are 'other children concerned tiho agree CO the

g

0.

n, the younger children are simply unaware of a heed for

-r`ules in their games.- They will play as if they*

but are reality doing little more t going through th

So there is, among younger children an unawareness of any need

for rules and a failure to underst

a substantial respect for th
S .

Iv s'rules as'arbitrary-constraints,-readily changed or broken if

d th and on'the-other hand

Later at about 10, the child

5 45



his peers agree. Another source-reports that-not until age 11 or

12 do Children develop stable and refined rules ,in their games.18

An important and reasonable conclusion drawn from the investi

gation of children-and rules: if_childrin neither demand nor under-
r--

stand rules in their games, which engage their attention so thar--

oughly, it seems "...as if_the complicated traffic rules should not

either be possible to comprehend and to fol below thf same age.
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THE H D IN JRAFFIC

16. THE ENVIRONMENT . The traffic ez vrorenC was created by

adults for the use of adults
8

It has been described as perhaps

the most, -complicated and difficult environment in which Est p.du

will ever be required to.perform. t;ot surprisingly, much of that

environment is beyond the developing understanding of-the child.

0

He is simply overwhelmed by its magnitude and multiplicity of ob-

jects and wotions. Expressed in terms of his 'cognitive develo nt,

the child undoubtedly lacksthe logical structures necessary to a

ingful grasp of the many-faceted activity that is traffic.

17. PROBLEMSOF THE CHILD IN TRAFFIC . Riding a bicycle de-
.

bands the entire attention of the child. Lacking a mature coordi-

natidn system, and ide an u.
.

centrate on simply maintaining h

le vehicle, the child must con,-

position on-the bicycle-.
12

Unable to divide his attention, this concentration is usuall,-ac-

of the trafficcvmplished -at the eipenSe of the child's awateness

around upted op A vehicle noted fOr its instability, espe-

.o .

einlly at lower speeds, operating Qith immatufe,coo nation, un-

able to fully understand the traffic in which he moves because of
-

9cogniti've deficiencies, to say nothing of the multitude of child-
,

hood behavior characteristics that ill -equip him for his role, the

child bicyclist.is off tj'a. bad start=

47
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18. THECHILDPLAYS. Perhaps above all else, the child is by -.1

nature a creature given to play--one wno interprets and evaluates

most everything in his immediate environrent in terns of its useful-

ness as a plaything. He. is, in his acti d of attention.

When he plays, he plays.wholeheartedly, concentrating only on his

play. And play to the child is often expressed in sudden and vi

18
lent physical motio is not surprising that so many traffic

idents involving children restil- from a motorist's inability to

respond to sane totally unexpected-nexpected ^ . or on the

more

part.

TRAFFIC SIGNS . There has been research aimed at learning

the child's interpretation of specific traffic require-

8
=ants. In one such-stud

48

in the 4-10 age group were

evaluated in tees of lhe d hension of common traffil signs.

The findings s, age to be e

ing the understanding

TRAFFIC INSTRUCTIONS .

ngle factor affect-

apt.

4- ,ctions are difficult for

children; in met y adults score poorly when it cores to follow-

ing instructions. But at least, mat adults are capriD.,e of taki

instructions; per.hags the chi-

1 .-

we_assume teuctions e ,,nArhiguously given,

foil that our comprehension oWbem and subsequent reactions to

them, age de e ned primarily by our language ability, other



things being equal,.

"K.--

the child's 1 age ability, both in 1

of accuracy of interpretation and completeness of logical structure,

is seriously incomplete.

Traffic in tions, follows, would be expected to

real difficulties for the chi

lack of real interest, his li

way to unaerstan

-ith the language in genex

of trar

brings to such

even

pis 1'.ted facility

ion his

of t

Worn are not as clear in their meaning to car-

d often

the meaning a

is

re to

them are oftee obscure. It is probably -ys

adult to accurately gauge

to a word,. a sentence, and therefore;

to even the simlest-instruct.. Viewea legs

surp ising to see "traffic-trained dutif, stop before.,

crossing t street, then

really look

eally uaderst

only, his p

the

con ic.

e first place bewse he

what it is he's being careful of and

IKe

21. WHICH ISRIG_HT ? We have s

the fundamental

age 9

later. It is, for e

a -real differentiation of

left

ctio{ ti is lac'

was

onably clear

not well established

not a reflex sort of thing until

an

observation that

when con

adults.

.er
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he tests, conducted in the determination of the age at whi

the right-left idea emerges, measured children's responses in a

relatively easy indoor environment. well would these children

perforr if we were to measure their

situation, replete wit the cot fusion of any and rapidly moving

vehicles, noise, and dozens of unnamed distractioms What_ it the

ild's safety in the 1

correct interpretation of the question:

SYNTHEIS OF PERCEPTION

traffic, as reported in

brings

general

details

even a Si=

the tr f envl

hose relatL

e bewildered by

Perhaps'rhis is because the child

r hie pe ceptual acies in

perception of detA41 and unity

The child does not, for example, view

he perceives it rather as four indiv

point of o

le

a structural unity;

sharing a common

after further -

uce perceive t..e details-as well as

-----the amity of a given object or scene. Again, it is because of -his

cognitive inabil y-that some researchers (nqta 18) think

the Child is no ove. helm d, especia=lly at i tersecttions. Adults

'erstaud traffic control intersections, regard

der. the chz.. d sees an incompre-
.

irections. No wonder

isldoc where they

the scene as one of sense

darn

ehidren prefer to cros

secure
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WHAT THE CHILD-SEES . Uhat the child sees is emphatically

not what the adult sees in traffic. His'size is a lirAting factor,

relegating him to a clear view of wheels and other things that share

his nether view. And obvious17 when the child's view is obstructed

so is the txtoiist Avantaze in vi picking up the

As noted elsewhere, child is also denied, because of his in-

experience, the iporzanz adult ab4litv = Sen

something and then cotp.mte his mental picture of the probable situ-
--

ation by supplemehtihz it with details learned over--

subtlest of stimulus, one that would pass urrloticed =

veers. The

St childrea

efore, produce for the adult a con,iete set of the most

probable acc ..panyinK circustances for his instint revie and sub-

sequent ctinn. In this other studi

children's sensory abiliries ad hen

hewn that

Jag) do not at' all cm-

pare favorably with those of adults when measured 4,1 the traffic

envirorm.ent. Ivis not a matter, of course, of keenest of s

but most likely one of r.h

observed differences.

1,4 lence that causes the

24. ..TRAFFIC BEHAVIOR totally unlike.kis adult

counierparts, the child Knows better than he performs in -rar 4c.

The important difference is the child's evident inability to per-

form in a Manner commensurate with his knowledge level--probably
A

because-be doesnt really know or under

can be taught to recite.

--d the traffic rules he

51
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One investigator reports that when children were observed in

traffic-and the-
.

the results show

avior recorded periodically during the day,

only t

enavlor. n child rated

here was co=plets inconsistency of

e observation was rated

her. What was demonstrated was co=plete

hayed worse.

152

e st, re about trafr_ g- but bey
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THE PARENTS' VIEW

25. PURPOSE. As noted previously, this feasibility stUdy

a 1 age requirement was one recommendation derived

sis of bicycle-motor vehicle accident

lIttle doubt that study findin

cyclist as an especially acute aspect of the bicycle accident prob-

though there was

A focused attention on the young

len, there was recognition too of the possibility that any age re-
.

qure antregardless of supporting evidence--would be rejected out

par=ts. exist, obviously, the practical'

Implications for those whose rode bicycles to school and

the possibility as well that Indifference, spipgIng from an un-

awareness of the special risks accompanying the child in traffic,

would generate a significant opposition.

Consequently, a survey of parental opinion was undertaken to

provide,
A

the minimum age Id

t to r-:.e extent, a measure of probable reaction to

those who would be most affected by it

the parents of elenentary school children.

26. SURVEY INSTRUMENT. The survey forn used in the survey Is

reproduced in Figs. 13A and 133; 4 was printed in Spanish as well

=

as English to accommodate a large: local Mexican-American population.

t 4-9



28 Jar:Vary 1974

Dear Parent;

A recently completed study of Santa Barbara bicycle accidents disclosed a
tragic fact: children under 13 years of age make up only about 8 percent
of the bicycle riders but are victims %more than 30 percent of the L
bicycle-motor vehicle accidents.

There is good reason to believe that young children are una.9 a to fully
%understand the basic traffic rules, even though they receive repeated
safety training. That is, we are likely expecting our children to do ,

somethint of which they are not yet capable when we let them ride bicycles
on public roadways.

As part of our on-going research, we are asickag-your opinion about the
idea that an age be determined below which children would not be allowed

..------7-,
to ride 1. ,ic =cles or. p b

.--

roaways. Evidence shows chat such a requirement
.., would substantially reduce the number of serious accidents involving

.,--

children bicyclists and motor vehicles.

Would youiake.a
below and_hPving
tomorrow?

-h

Lloyd N.
Santa

t
Barb

ant nav to help us by answering the questions
u chil=i return this letter to his classroom teacher

era

earchcr for
fety to

54=

Do you think the bicycle is'aKecezeaT?

fr for those c ildren? yes

een 3 and 13 ye

o

have any of your children been.involved in a b ycle -motor vehicle

accident? Yes

do -,,Cu think a child should be before ridin a bicycle

on public roadways? years

Figure 13a. Survey instrument
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Estimados Padres:

Recientemente se cumplet6 un estudiu acerca de los accidentes de ciclismo en
Santa Bgrbara, y se descubri6 un datu trggico: solamente el 8% de los nin ©s

menores de 13 altos viAjaa..en bicicleta, pero de-Atos el 30.; son victimas

de accidentes,ccurridos entre bicicleta y vebiculos notprizados.

Existe una buena razon para creer que lus vino s no esi.gn capacitados para
comprender y obedecer las reolas de trdlnsito, a pesar de que. reciban repetido
entrenamienio. ESE quiere decir, que esperamos que los Winos desempefien
actividades para las que nc estgn pre parades cuando les permitimo

conducir su bicicleta en la via oubii

Para continua . nuestra 4n

la idea de establcer una
en bicicleta sin
ayudarg a reducir P1

y los'autom6v

Se les supl.isa

rio que se encuent
nifio, m.,ana a mis -ic

nos _a*

e. a a

a cue

-cvn necesIir, taa.os su opini6n acerca de

inaca para clue loa nines puedan andar

_ ia_muestra cue esta medida de seauridad
cidentes series entre los nifios en bicicleta

.47

Muchas aracias su cooperacion

Llo-4 N. Popi Inve
Santa Barbara Bicycle

;- uanto,s nines tie_: e

2. aiensa Ud.

sus nifio

SUS

ST

4. LCdal es la edad

a

esta
egae a su m

cuestiona-.
que la envie con su

los 13 afios de edad?

J de Qable para

tun accidente

Ua. cons

cicleta y au om6-

a sea la e cr Para u e

a manejarrsu bic eta en la via pup

e 13b

ca?

-Survey instrument

iece

afivs
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1Cep b ief to encourage response, the questionnaire asked only

four questions: .one relatineto the number of younger children;

another abodt the necessity of,the bicycle as a means of transporta-
._

tion; a third about accidents; and lastly the one about what the

minimum age should be A predominantly law-age respopse would Judi-
,

\'""tatg an unfavorable reaction, a high-age response would suggest

basic approval.

56
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27. SURVEY DISTRIBUTION . As originally conceived, the survey

was ,to be distributed to a limited sample--about 500-.:7of parents

ldten enrolled in Santa Barbara's elementary schoolt: The
E.

sample- was expanded, however, and survey forms were distributed

and 1300 responses obtained. The cooperation of school officials

and classroom teachers made the survey possib d undoubtedly

accounted to a large extent for the unusually high response ratio.

The sample comprised n

on, Roosevelt

and Peabody; one paroc

surveyed.

28. AVERAGE AGE .

or

e public elementary schools: inley,

coln, Ftanklin, Cleveland,

al school, Our Lady of Mt. Carmel was also

Washington,

There were 1,373 survey returned,

ge respondent's answeripg each of the four questions.

overall average age chosen was about 11 yea:

responses in favor of an age under 10 years,

greater than 12 years. There was a total of 1
I

question asking what the minimum age should be

67,

mere were 309

d 323 named an age

,264 replies to the

. Represented in the



4

7
potal 1,373 replies are the parents-of 21764 children be een 5 and

13 years old, the ages likely to be affected by implementation of a

minimum age require-ent. The distribution of responses to the mini-

mum age question is shown in Fig. IZ in which the number of responses

.

in relation to the various ages has been platted. =As shown there is

a -high secondary mode at age 12,-

Azootg the respondents there were 107 who completed the Spanish -

language form. This group chose an average age of 12.5 years,

significantly higher than the overall average. Neither did they

select any of the very young ages: the were 25 choices of ages

under 7 years for the entire group, none for this Spanish group.

Furthermore, about 58 percent picked ages greater than 12 years,

comparea

'AL

overall survey figure of 25.6 percent.

BICYCLE AS TRANSPORTATION . One questio nnaire item asked

the parents they considered the bicycle necessary as tiarisporta-

tion for their young children. There were 1,373 responses to the

question a surprising 1,059 negative replies..that is per-

cent do not think the bicycle Is necessary, 22.8 percent think

is.

The replies indicating the bicycle to he essential as trans-
.-,

portatio were-further analyzed to see-what effect, if any this

group. had on the overall survey results. Of the 314 affirmative

. replies, T75 made a minimum age choice.(the remainder chose no par-
.

ticular age, a greater no-response to-the age question than obtained

57
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Figure 14. Parental

J

*
etions 'of mini -Sum age from 1,264 survey replies.

a ents in sample havejchirdren in the 5 through l3 age group.



for the e s Significantly, the'aveeige age selecte

those for whom bicycle is deemed necessary as transportation
%

d psfto.about 9 years (9.2.years). Of interest,for their

6f course, is the p

a-

1e effect of practical necessity on the

A
hosen minimum age rather a,sim4ele concern for a child's safe-

t

It is interesting, too to see how the choices of the.bicycle-
.

is-necessary group were distributed when expressed as a percent of

chetot4 responses choo some particular age. .?or examile,

there were 1,264 responses to the age queStion. Of those,_14

thought the minimum age should be 6.years; 73.6 percent of those

selecting age 6 wer ers of the bicycle-ig-necessary group that

represents 2.8 percent of tale sample popeation. Data for the

ot4er ages are shof,3n in Table 4. In terms of total.response.s, 303

chose an age 6 through 9 years; abbot .47 percent of those choices

were made b/ 22 percent of the respondents (th bicycle-is-necessary
.

group).,

6

a

9

10 377

[LI

13 130.

66.

73

31t7ele T..434-3

35

75

age choices of those for whom
necessary (22.8 of sample) expressed
total respadnses

73.6'
.

82.4

12.2

39.8

19.9 .

21.3

ICI'

*.6

1.1

he bicycle fs
percent _
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30. ACCIDENT RATE. Another survey question asked 'parents:

How many of your children have been involved in a bicycle-motor

vehicle accident? There were 1,373 replies; 1,297 of which were

negative. Nonetheless, the 76 affirmative replies refledt a sur-

prisingly high accident rate. =pressed in other terms, about 3

percent Rf a child population of 2,764 had been victims of bicycle-

motor vehicle accidents.

4-23 age grct

Obviously, these data ate for Santa Barbara and may include the

rate, far this

-*

effects of factors not necessarily prevailing in other.communities.

It is difficult to think, however, why the rate of bicycle acci-

dents among youpg children in Santa Barbara Would differ markedly

from that in other areas. On tile tontrary, one is led to think of

mitigating factors -- relatively small and quiet t good weather,

children either dependent on or choosing to use bicycles as

school transportation. Nonetheless, any a.. rate data are of =

3
interest; my experiehce has indicated a serious lack of such infor-

mation, indeed to such an extent that qualitative judgments of the

bicycle accident picture are extremely difficult, if not impossible,

to make.

From Ref. 12,'whichshows in one :case the number of bicycle.

accidents per 100,000 children of eachLage from_3 thxongh_10_years,

An

. one can develop an overall rate of about 270 per 100,000. These

figures--the 3,000 and 270--are not, of course, directly,compar7

able. The 1 wer 'rate is only for children through age 10. More

4



ortant, the lower figure is for

figure reported by parents in this survey undoubtedly inc

every minor confrontation that the children had *-Pntioned----it home:

If 5 percent of the survey-reported accide ere serious enough

to have been reported, the rates wo d be similar. Other inft rma-

tion, discussed previously, hows the Lnited States rate to be

..

better by far-than several European countries but about on par h

Sweden where the 270 pe 0 000 guye developed. this
=

matter of accident rates ano perspect

the motor vehicle drivers under age 20 show an acci
0

about 14

31.-- SCHOOL DIFFERENCES .

used in the survey otp

shown in Table 5. The average -int-

we recall

rate of

..erences iretween the schools

attitudes toward

range fro= 11.5 to

the public school

min-- age ar%

age selected is seen to

Carr4l. Differences betweee-

is thought that the lower age at

Carme a Catholic school, is the reflection of a greater de-

pennency on the bicycle foivr- ort n (41 percent of the Mt.

-Carmel responses said the bicycle wa's necessary as transportation,

I compared with 20 percent at McKinley and 10 percent at

%,.

_mere is a general relationship between the average age select-
1-

d the percent ng that the bicycle is necessary. -Table 5

also shows the percent _dents at each school who picked

Tun ages greater t than 10 a=id greater than- 12.



Percent Saying
Percent Selecting

Average Age

School Average Age BikeNecessiry >10 >12

Kinley 20 53.5 . 35.2

Wilson 11.4 10 66.6 44.5

Franklin 11 54., 27.0

Cleveland 11 6./ 29.8

45.0 3

gton 46.5 26.8

35.6 2if:16

RoosAveit .1r. 43.9 41.2

32.0

?aren to

EiC2S.

ces to mia age survey ques-

3Z SUMMARY OF SURVEY FiNomes The fin_

of erents with cM

Table 6.

a 33. PARENTAL COMMIE

were ret

nun age.

letters--to

be

62

lhe

1 are s' zed

as were listed in an

a'
e to write

=o=

ategory,

select a specific

in a.few case.9-,

Those Guest

were sortec -e are auGted



br

2.

3.

4.

Average age selected

Number of responses under 10-yr = 309

.:user of responses over 10-yr = 578 or

Number of responses over 12 yr = 323 or

5. ..ode (377)

2nd Node (217)

6.

Sury

Que B c;c a necess

10.8 vr

23.8%

45.6%

25.6%

10 vr

- 12 vr
-

tation--

)

,059 replies) _

bicycle-motor

-s per

ed on

64

)

,297 replies)

for surrey

ttals 1,`373 replies

1, replies to questions 1 and 2

1.264 reviles to age choice

22.8%

94. 41,

2740-

109 responsesjisted Jr.:other category,
usually because respondents declined to

e defiiite choice.

Overall slfrr-,
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alta:ed to ride
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sin:7
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itaDjo or :7-ihRe

license

!.hiL.4ran *0 undere--

eitatiorgn the road de-

34. PARENTAL OPINION SURVEY: CONCLUSIONS . What conaluSions

can be drawn

Fist of all,

the replie

seenc

the minimum age questionnaires?

clear that attempts to I ement a mini-

age requirement, even a relatively high one, not only would not

encounter the strong opposition of parents, as some have assumed,
.

.1Yut would be.elcomed as a necessary protection for children This

conclusion is supported by the high average age setected---about 11

years--and by-the respaase to th sIrvey questions. More than 25

4
percent of the parents picked an age above 12. in fact,

It)

there were

65



any who picked higher ages: 130 selected age 13, 86 age

73 'age 15. upport is certainly

ative few -about 23 p c who regar

transport

lisp

findin

eir ch

cated by the compar-

the bicycle 'as necessary

as been :epee,

Idreft do not use bicycles to the extent so often

aD e are

opposi

select

greater acceptance of

-De p

hen that

en who would be

nablT

Jenienced

their exterience

oe cted

age reoo

s us ing

force Dtev ous

age

beca e they cone

the only

cted others.

4

e -s the younger child

saf tra«lc

of safety

1.

4

41A -.f."

the st-

re of

to

affected b. a

equently,

nts crnr-

and purey on the

into the problen.'

widerae e data

capable of re?son-

or
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THE CASE FOR A MINIMUM AGE:

A SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION

RY OF FINDINGS. Some stay findiags that serve to

t
guiae ma in evaluating the severs

with the )young cyclist,

s for passing

as they rel

study fin

bicycle ttaffic

California

vole fatalities

4n 1971,
p

safety problem associated

-
tier data that help.

r
eloping a

capabilities of younger children

dace, are summa.--ime-, here.

accounting for 8 percent of street

percent of the motor vehicle-bicycle acci-

ts'uncer 15 incurred 60.9 percent of

percent in 1973.

those kttled an

related] tr ffic deaths were liftars

opean Stu

One auth

.! 19
ence to include age 23.

j ed

or yo =unger. Statistics

a s4,- `i lar ptcture.

we.

-woulA even extend the period of adoles-

various stages along the path of_

cognitive development, there are rny neral classes-of activities

of hich the child is incapable--

berme



er From about 7 years to 11 Or the child be-

thought but is United to the concrete objects

with which he has experiential. contact. He can do somelogical

but doesn't handles abstractions; his reasoning is,

about 11 or,12 the child, begins:-
kJ

k of thoughts and

at best, elementary in nature.

a period of =ore logical operations. He c

range forward and back in time and space. He can reason from spe-
c

cifl.cs to geneAlities, work t' and imagine what

would be the case if specified assumptions wet4 to hold.

volume, weight,

a

The ideas of conse ion of

ce have been experimentally shown to

follow definite patterns of d elo: beyond the coy tive capa-

bility of the child at one age, within his range of understanding

ge the oxcer of the appearance of

these cognitive capabilities by training the child nave been large-

at a laser one.

y u-cessful,

68

at: tT to hurry the development process.

'esti-

cemain-

4



tween distance traversed

in on-adren until rice or ten

ZL.

ideas of order,

to a comorenension .e

'be-

to

Younger children have co e ly shown, in

expeiimental situations, that they think a direct relationship

peed. That is, the faster they do some-exists between

thing, the more tie it takes. Children cannot, in general, tell

time until age g or older, at least not' -ith any understanding of

the id

clock hands.

diar,am.e

' of a scene wh

10. This me

position

equal time durations are shown in equal movement of

to '8

He cannot, with any accuracy, show an understanding

ed to change his perspective, until about age

that if a younger child views something fro. one

es to another position, he can't desctibe the

perspective even from the place he just left. The concept of right

and left is poorly developed in most children until age 9 or 10

and then they are still unable to identify right and left of an

A
object faeing-them. Because he can't think from another point of

69-
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view, he child "a'ssumes that all the world shares his thoughts and

feelings that therefore' he need not explq0.n them.

think we know what is on a characteristic that has

significant implications for their traffic behavior.

n seer to nave

in their gA-,,iPs until later

rutea

;heir development--perhaps about 11 or

':rhe younger child, up to about 7 or 8 sees little point to any

rule but then' regards them as almost sacred

inclined to look upon rules as arbitra

dicts. Later, they are

standards to be changed as

suits the situation. if children neither d

in their gaies, wh

understand rules

ch engage the child so thorpughly it se

if the complicated traffic ,les should not either be possible to

comprehend andeto follow oe the same age."

not of the path taken to get there. Children v a criange of posi-

tion, therefore; strictly in terms of the goal. ,Children have been
I

found to develop, fa rly consistentl- first a conce

arrival, then a concern with po t of deparpire, hnd

thought about the path between, Adults, of course,

concerned with the path.traveled.

for point of

lastly a

are principally

36. SHOULD THERE BE A MINIMUM AGE? The principal purpose of

this study was to 'provide an answer to the question: Can" an age be

'

identified below which the child is, because incomplete cognitive



development, incapable of perfo g in an acceptably safe manner,

in trafficT

Statistics clearly show that bicycle riding on public roadways

activity that is significantly more hazardous for children

than for older age groups. he rd`, "avoreble statistical_

picture of youthful cyclists is relatively consistent whether con-

sidered at the local, state, national, or international level.

What, then, are the probable causes of the disproportionate

accident involvement of -o ger children? Perhaps there are many,

but or at

.e traffic environment is extremely complex,

even for manv adults. It is an adult-created en-
v.

vironment, with_ adult oriented uses, and rues.
think enough data are available to permit the

conclusion.that younger children are developmen-
tally incapable of understanding the nature of
traffic flow and its associated rules of perlafm-

ance. I think further that the '-eefIciencies in-
volved are not sm.Pnable to change that can be

effected through intensified and expanded pro-
grams of safety education.

6 latter statement does not, of course,- preclude the pos-

eibility of e g safety in traffic through inno-

vttive and perhaps yet untried training tecbniques designed spe-217

cifically to cope with his developmental-limitations.
,

tr
WHAT SHOULD THE MINIMUM AGE BE7 Professor S tina 'Sande is

has been actively and continuously engaged with problems issoci



"s*

-..

t the child in traffic since 1960-in hr-york the itute\

for Child Develop bant Research at the. University of.Stockholm.

'Prof ssor Sandels says that regardless of h is training, a child

ese the

pedal:

behavior 'n traffic cannot be trusted. He does
c,

necessa:6 rr, turri.tq to function as d stolerablirreli

tiZ the e of 9-12 ye4rs." And more: "...for certain not
$. --'

sum: We cannot es

for vedes rxins un-
.

her v

ewhere
2

ced ace-

I.

for c eli to demands

AF

'at an earlief date, Professor Sandels expressed
«

hae children should not be. allowed cy e in attic
.

i'
until they are att.least 12 years old., Morg ,recently:ntly - we re

.5 , .

the respect, of now
.

r

O

20-year' olds to drive-cars.
s , 0

W

38. CONCLUSION I thin Y= stud

three conclusioni':

4
age requirAtrent fof,nnaldren:bicyclists using

0

yearTelas t o dr vR mopeds

public roadways. should be established.
1 .

The mknimum age should, be no less than.13 y

:
I'Parents of children in

sup the mi:opsiti'n of a mintmum age.
,

Ho. affected ag e gwup will

$



eV,

y asons for skiing the minimum -age 13 have been

developed and discussed throughout this report. Some of the im,-

'pdttant ones:' (1)-an age'of 13 advances the 0.0 into, the cogni-

__ tive development period of formal operation thus ensuring, as
4 %.

poss0e,'tlhe" Cognitive structures necessary to an under-

standing of traffic how and tr/ffic"rules; '(2) although a lower

aje othan some authorities would recommend' an age
A
of is at once

qi
.

practicable and compatible with their general thinkirl&on the sub-.
.

ject; (3) the effect of chihren:s generalunc4cern.tot rules,

evident
. ,

through ages 11 or 12,wapld be circumven'tedl wid_(4)

based on one bicycl4-motor vehicle accident analysis-; an age of 13

ld eliminate abput 70 percent the accidents involving youngdr

children (an age of 9 or 10 would eliminate

r

TherMtr
,

-e other .good. reasons
.

r 4.-

Ake uirements. For exam le:there

in children between the ages of 6

do occur being essentially- social
i 4

of sayihg that most anything that

k ise be taught the

mpbsitioii of an'age

imam age.requirethent of

childts;cognitive capab

.v
25 perc )

that
.

icta e,against lower age

is littleevelopmental change

and_10 yearalit*he changes that

in nature, Thds is sitp7 a way

.

can be taught the 10-year-old

6-year-dld.

of 10 years would be,t

Logically, erefore,

unt to a,

6 years, when cc sidered in teams of

ilities.
eo`

.
z

3g.f ASUMINAFMSTATEMENT-. There certainly ample precedent
.

'fo; the estaolishe3ent of a minimum age requirement r younger

1.4



IF

Cyclists., In nearljt al instances, the Child's lack of responsibil-

.

dtp and indeed his legal right to behavp as a child are recognized
'.. .,

4
.and considered yilen various standards of conduct are defined.,

Children are not permitted to drive cars simply ecause driving

imposes an adult responsibility of which a

Mire is a seeming incongruity in permittin

bicyclqs can sheets bus;, with motor vehi

th7 vehicle code does, the sP-1--P

apply ,to

dhi is held incapable.

-

children to operate

e traffic and imposing,

regulatic:4 that

When. giving thouz.. t to controlling th-d child .in traffic it is
r

important that we recognize a fundamental difference in the respon

sibility 0;.` aria due others. ine dirrerence .thmive&

because the child canno-r- perform safely, even' though we may think

he'" 44the rules;- the other hand is,theolder person who

knows better but =ay cr:,- .behave =safely.- In the first

there is
eto

stakAle,duty to protect; in the latter

prpbab ?y sufficiently

e i- ih

esponsible to educate and, caution. The

child is.a special case.
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IMPLEMENTATION

THE PROBLEM. Prohibiting the use of public roadways to'

bicycle operators, under 13 years of age,

. =la

----achieVe a major. reduction in the namber of young cyclists killed

with great certaitity

and injured. But, assuming acceptance_of the -.4nimum,age idea,
w

, how could, -or should, entation nroce

The nature of the bicycle as a vehicle d the nature of the

ion atbicyclic a v _cle operator rn

best difficult a great extent, fectivef analogous

situation would pr ail it cdntrol of motor vehicle traffic,werp to

be attempted withdot registratio6 or licensing-of either vehieles

or operators. 4

Undoubtedly, them ate ;any ways-to proceed 1.th ....,.. lementation
. : +

-of a minimum age requirement: but seeing evident tilgt all cpuld be

. Tif , ..

broadly categorized as either having or not having th fo f lay;.." ;.--:

' t'

In'the latter4case, there would be several alternatives-to consider.

For exaMg4, the imple-pntation could proceed through the channel

of parental- responsibility with ;ognizant.agencies undertaking

publ,io, education and informatianiRrograms soliciting voluntary\

dsitio of the age limi t. 'Schools could be.called into`

orcement role (a roles which a? ready function in

parental

a q

r

-

75
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IF

this regard) by forbidding younger children to bicycles to

chool. Implementation could also Se tried through the local
,

be suggested and un-tion device. Ce ainly, zany 'schemes could

doubtedly all would ha'e some merit. But All WO
4 '

suffer thR

herent weakness that accowpanys any sanction lacking enforcement

potential.

41. A R._/;i:Ai

mem.tati

'DAM
v.

ON -The effective an

,

Vehicle Code to spec.

age

4"1:10-hPq

dist-

to be straightforward: Amend the California; -
-

or roadwayg to-the

yet att e at& f 13 y

wayA unless accompani

fort any person

any

Giv

quirement'wouldstill

cer could-determine the age o4 suspdc'
f

to provideway

to ideati.

Above'.

rs.

the younett- fists

Rio

s the traffic fie]A offi=
..,

ff
4

enders. And the_ most

is to

of course,'suggests lic

p.

rake it possible

se 1 years old
.

bicycle oper-

4



On lite other .and; l have not been and an not

of bicycle operator licensing, at le

advocate

not licensing is con-1.

sidered in the convectional sense. The Departnt of rtor Vehicles,

the only logical agency to take on acco. tabil

duce, is already ovarb a

for such a proce-"
respects. To impose another

massived liCensing program won d be u.desirable. Moreover,

. operator skill, or la

can t. causal tor

assess,,' - of operator

inspection that y WOU

meat would ataomp.-s

gi le

been shoWn to. be-a-signif

.1 1 e accl

would be d4fficu

objective

the equ

a ing require-
.

ecause we knaw that'e

a

licensing ©f bicycle operators seems relegat

ineffectiveness and dulness.

Instead of the us..

all persons who

by the California

dardized,perscr.

a smell chajge, ft-6m te

generated toad be sued t

awe in

that

a conven-

to a promise

a

- re- =mend that

always be required,

be obtainabl for

tor enlcres. e revenue
A

cover ad- i.nistratiwe expenses and to

specificUlyprovide some of the needed b

r

is id

d

any wa

no fo-L-

-e

or eqa

e'regz

pea tion- be

4
atioe era; pose

44



4

4

It

ine bicycle operator registration would show such things as

the registrants birthdare"

- be useful in, thef ways.

number of theregistr -s

s. The registration foim'woul

It could, for ex le show the serial

e.

registration you--

of work on the eparLent

(1) inpose a minimum

for Vehicles; and (2)

provide i effectiveness both for purpos

re nded hereand for all, other

In sumrpry is reco-- ded

-the -requir

vcle-related enforcement!

California *ek.icle Code be amended to pro

ff

pers-om or age iron operatrnz pedal_

en vehicles on p =ublic -roadways.

le (Code be amenoed

raters who
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